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Abstract
The current treatment paradigm for alcohol dependence of planned medically assisted detoxification and
aftercare has two main limitations; (i) only a percentage of people are engaged and exposed to aftercare, which is
considered to be the effective treatment component; and (ii) does not take into account the accumulating evidence
of the adverse effect of repeated medically assisted detoxifications.
The proposed new treatment paradigm of Structured Preparation before Alcohol Detoxification (SPADe) is based
on the most recent cognitive theories of addiction and aims to reverse the automatized decision making process,
support lifestyle changes and conscious decision making, while amount of alcohol and pattern of drinking are kept
stable, before proceeding to medically assisted detoxification.
The current paper comments on the Abstinence Preparation Group, which is one of those interventions
developed and evaluated following the SPADe paradigm.
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Introduction
Current treatment paradigm for alcohol dependence and
associated challenges
For several decades medically assisted withdrawal (detoxification)
from alcohol was considered the first step and the main treatment
component for alcohol dependence. It was considered that
professionals should take every given opportunity to detoxify people
dependent on alcohol, with the belief that the experience of sobriety,
even for a short period of time, will have a beneficial, accumulating
effect over years. Current NICE guidelines though advise against
rushed detoxifications from alcohol [1]. NICE advise that
detoxification (for those who are dependent) should be planned and
should be part of a structured treatment package, which should put
emphasis on aftercare treatment for short term relapse prevention and
longer term support through mutual aid groups. They also support the
use of pharmacological treatment.
From a diverse range of aftercare interventions, Relapse Prevention
based on Cognitive Behaviour Therapy (CBT) is most supported by
evidence [2]. These interventions put emphasis on regaining control
over the decision making process involved in drinking [3,4]. Key
components include identifying high risk situations, reduce positive
expectancies from drinking, develop negative expectancies from
drinking, develop self-efficacy and coping skills and finally develop
overall lifestyle changes compatible with an abstinent way of living.
However there is one major barrier compromising the effectiveness of
those aftercare interventions. Empirical evidence suggests that the
majority of people seeking treatment for alcohol dependence do not
appreciate the need for post detoxification treatment and support and
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more than 40% of those completing detoxification won’t attend any
aftercare intervention (short term or long term), which dictates the
need to maximise our efforts to engage people in aftercare [5].
Furthermore there is accumulating evidence to suggest that
repeated detoxification attempts might have negative impact on
cognitive functioning. People with alcohol dependence who experience
more detoxifications, show inability to perform a task that captures
two of the basic features of addictive behaviour-cue-induced
motivation to seek a reward, and failure to inhibit such motivation
when reward seeking is inappropriate [6,7]. Under emotional
challenge, these individuals show inability in conflict resolution and
increased sensitivity to stress, both of which may contribute to relapse
[8,9]. Additionally, there is evidence to suggest that multiple
detoxification attempts can exacerbate craving, impacting on
subsequent attempts at achieving abstinence such that repeated
attempts may be less likely to result in positive outcomes [10].
Therefore it seems crucial not only to maximise participation in
aftercare to reduce the risk of relapse but reduce the number of
detoxification attempts individuals have.

The theory behind structured preparation before alcohol
detoxification (SPADe)
To that effect there is some evidence to suggest that preparation
before alcohol detoxification specifically may result in improved
outcomes [5,11], although this is as yet lacking in formal Randomised
Control Trial (RCT) evidence. There is good theoretical base to adopt
this type of approach. Cognitive theories and models for addiction
consider substance use as a decision making process, involving
cognitive elements which are or can be conscious and therefore
modifiable. Addiction is the result of biases that affect conscious
functions such as beliefs, attention and memories as well as
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unconscious processes in information recall from memory [12].
Addictive use of a substance is regulated by automatic cognitive
processes, while craving represents the activation of non-automatic
processes. As addiction develops the expectancy-based control system
of behaviour becomes unconscious and therefore behaviour is
influenced less by conscious expectancies involving controlled
processes and more by unconscious expectancies involving automatic
processes [13]. It is hypothesised that representations of the behaviour
are “linked” in long-term or semantic memory with propositions about
outcome (e.g. relaxing, risk, etc.). Such links may be created by direct
experience but are not likely to be solely determined by this and may
be formed by abstraction of information from the environment. These
‘semantic’ links become strengthened and more tightly connected with
repetition of behaviour. Over time, activation of one part of the
“network” (e.g. alcohol-representations) automatically triggers
propositional links in other parts (e.g. relaxation concepts) and vice
versa [13].

The SPADe Approach
SPADe approach aims to reverse the decision making process, while
the amount of drinking is kept stable and therefore activation of these
“semantic links” are prohibited. The main components and emphasis in
this approach is to maintain a stable amount and pattern of drinking
“as if alcohol was medication”. While this is achieved the person starts
introducing or expanding on existing daily activities and structure in
his/her life and establishing those lifestyle changes necessary to enter a
new life without drinking. In this way the person is regaining partial
control over his/her drinking, being able to make a rational choice
about when and how much he/she drinks and in results increasing
his/her self-efficacy. SPADe treatment paradigm follows the biological
principle of homeostasis and gradual change in order to regain control
over drinking as the first step towards lifelong sustainable abstinence.
The intervention could be offered in individual sessions over a period
of 6-12 weeks or in open rolling groups such as the Preparation for
Alcohol Detox [5] and the Abstinence Preparation Group (APG) [14].
The APG consists of six weekly hourly sessions, facilitated by two
people and has the structure of a group CBT intervention (three parts).
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